Depthwise convolution is becoming increasingly popular in modern efficient ConvNets, but its kernel size is often overlooked. In this paper, we systematically study the impact of different kernel sizes, and observe that combining the benefits of multiple kernel sizes can lead to better accuracy and efficiency. Based on this observation, we propose a new mixed depthwise convolution (MDConv), which naturally mixes up multiple kernel sizes in a single convolution. As a simple drop-in replacement of vanilla depthwise convolution, our MDConv improves the accuracy and efficiency for existing MobileNets on both ImageNet classification and COCO object detection.
Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) have been widely used in image classification, detection, segmentation, and many other applications. A recent trend in ConvNets design is to improve both accuracy and efficiency. Following this trend, depthwise convolutions are becoming increasingly more popular in modern ConvNets, such as MobileNets [5, 19] , ShuffleNets [15, 29] , NASNet [31] , AmoebaNet [17] , MnasNet [25] , and EfficientNet [24] . Unlike regular convolution, depthwise convolutional kernels are applied to each individual channel separately, thus reducing the computational cost by a factor of C, where C is the number of channels. While designing ConvNets with depthwise convolutional kernels, an important but often overlooked factor is kernel size. Although conventional practice is to simply use 3x3 kernels [3, 5, 15, 19, 29, 31] , recent research results have shown larger kernel sizes such as 5x5 kernels [25] and 7x7 kernels [2] can potentially improve model accuracy and efficiency.
In this paper, we revisit the fundamental question: do larger kernels always achieve higher accuracy? Since first observed in AlexNet [11] , it has been well-known that each convolutional kernel is responsible to capture a local image pattern, which could be edges in early stages and objects in later stages. Large kernels tend to capture high-resolution patterns [5] and V2 [19] , where model size is represented by point size. Larger kernels lead to more parameters, but the accuracy actually drops down when kernel size is larger than 9x9. with more details at the cost of more parameters and computations, but do they always improve accuracy? To answer this question, we systematically study the impact of kernel sizes based on MobileNets [5, 19] . Figure 1 shows the results. As expected, larger kernel sizes significantly increase the model size with more parameters; however, model accuracy first goes up from 3x3 to 7x7, but then drops down quickly when the kernel size is larger than 9x9, suggesting very large kernel sizes can potentially hurt both accuracy and efficiency. In fact, this observation aligns to the very first intuition of ConvNets: in the extreme case that kernel size is equal to the input resolution, a ConvNet simply becomes a fully-connected network, which is known to be inferior [7] . This study suggests the limitations of single kernel size: we need both large kernels to capture high-resolution patterns and small kernels to capture low-resolution patterns for better model accuracy and efficiency.
Based on this observation, we propose a mixed depthwise convolution (MDConv), which mixes up different kernel sizes in a single convolution op, such that it can easily capture different patterns with various resolutions. Figure 2 shows the structure of MDConv, which partitions channels into multiple groups and apply different kernel sizes to each group of channels. We show that our MDConv is a simple drop-in replacement of vanilla depthwise convolution, but it can significantly improve MobileNets accuracy and efficiency on both ImageNet classification and COCO object detection.
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our MDConv, we leverage neural architecture search [25] to develop a new family of models named as MixNets. Experimental results show our MixNet models significantly outperform all previous mobile ConvNets, such as ShuffleNets [15, 29] , MnasNet [25] , FBNet [26] , and ProxylessNAS [2] . In particular, our medium-size MixNet-M achieves the same 77.0% ImageNet top-1 accuracy, while using 12x fewer parameters and 31x fewer FLOPS than ResNet-152 [4] .
Related Work
Efficient ConvNets: In recent years, significant efforts have been spent on improving ConvNet efficiency, from more efficient convolutional operations [3, 5, 8] , bottleneck layers [19, 27] , to more efficient architectures [2, 25, 26] . In particular, depthwise convolution has been increasingly popular in all mobile-size ConvNets, such as MobileNets [5, 19] , ShuffleNets [15, 29] , MnasNet [25] , and beyond [3, 17, 31] . Recently, EfficientNet [24] even achieves both state-of-the-art ImageNet accuracy and ten-fold better efficiency by extensively using depthwise and pointwise convolutions. Unlike regular convolution, depthwise convolution performs convolutional kernels for each channel separately, thus reducing parameter size and computational cost. Our proposed MDConv generalizes the concept of depthwise convolution, and can be considered as a drop-in replacement of vanilla depthwise convolution.
Multi-Scale Networks and Features: Our idea shares a lot of similarities to prior multibranch ConvNets, such as Inceptions [21, 23] , Inception-ResNet [22] , ResNeXt [27] , and NASNet [31] . By using multiple branches in each layer, these ConvNets are able to utilize different operations (such as convolution and pooling) in a single layer. Similarly, there are also many prior work on combining multi-scale feature maps from different layers, such as DenseNet [6, 7] and feature pyramid network [12] . However, unlike these prior works that mostly focus on changing the macro-architecture of neural networks in order to utilize different convolutional ops, our work aims to design a drop-in replacement of a single depthwise convolution, with the goal of easily utilizing different kernel sizes without changing the network structure.
Neural Architecture Search: Recently, neural architecture search [13, 14, 25, 30, 31] has achieved better performance than hand-crafted models by automating the design process and learning better design choices. Since our MDConv is a flexible operation with many possible design choices, we employ existing architecture search methods similar to [2, 25, 26] to develop a new family of MixNets by adding our MDConv into the search space.
MDConv
The main idea of MDConv is to mix up multiple kernels with different sizes in a single depthwise convolution op, such that it can easily capture different types of patterns from input images. In this section, we will discuss the feature map and design choices for MDConv.
MDConv Feature Map
We start from the vanilla depthwise convolution. Let X (h,w,c) denotes the input tensor with shape (h, w, c), where c is the spatial height, w is the spatial width, and c is the channel size.
Let W (k,k,c,m) denotes a depthwise convolutional kernel, where k × k is the kernel size, c is the input channel size, and m is the channel multiplier. For simplicity, here we assume kernel width and height are the same k, but it is straightforward to generalize to cases where kernel width and height are different.s The output tensor Y (h,w,c·m) would have the same spatial shape (h, w) and multiplied output channel size m · c, with each output feature map value calculated as:
Unlike vanilla depthwise convolution, MDConv partitions channels into groups and applies different kernel sizes to each group, as shown in Figure 2 . More concretely, the input tensor is partitioned into g groups of virtual tensors <X (h,w,c 1 ) , ...,X (h,w,c g ) >, where all virtual tensorsX have the same spatial height h and width w, and their total channel size is equal to the original input tensor: c 1 + c 2 + ... + c g = c. Similarly, we also partition the convolutional kernel into g groups of virtual kernels
For t−th group of virtual input tensor and kernel, the corresponding virtual output is calculated as:
The final output tensor is a concatenation of all virtual output tensors <Ŷ 1
where 
MDConv Design Choices
MDConv is a flexible convolutional op with several design choices:
Group Size g: It determines how many different types of kernels to use for a single input tensor. In the extreme case of g = 1, a MDConv becomes equivalent to a vanilla depthwise convolution. In our experiments, we find g = 4 is generally a safe choice for MobileNets, but with the help of neural architecture search, we find it can further benefit the model efficiency and accuracy with a variety of group sizes from 1 to 5. Kernel Size Per Group: In theory, each group can have arbitrary kernel size. However, if two groups have the same kernel size, then it is equivalent to merge these two groups into a single group, so we restrict each group has different kernel size. Furthermore, since small kernel sizes generally have less parameters and FLOPS, we restrict kernel size always starts from 3x3, and monotonically increases by 2 per group. In other words, group i always has kernel size 2i + 1. For example, a 4-group MDConv always uses kernel sizes {3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9}. With this restriction, the kernel size for each group is predefined for any group size g, thus simplifying our design process.
Channel Size Per Group: In this paper, we mainly consider two channel partition methods: (1) Equal partition: each group will have the same number of filters; (2) Exponential partition: the i-th group will have about 2 −i portion of total channels. For example, given a 4-group MDConv with total filter size 32, the equal partition will divide the channels into (8, 8, 8, 8) , while the exponential partition will divide the channels into (16, 8, 4, 4) . Dilated Convolution: Since large kernels need more parameters and computations, an alternative is to use dilated convolution [28] , which can increase receptive field without extra parameters and computations. However, as shown in our ablation study in Section 3.4, dilated convolutions usually have inferior accuracy than large kernel sizes.
MDConv Performance on MobileNets
Since MDConv is a simple drop-in replacement of vanilla depthwise convolution, we evaluate its performance on classification and detection tasks with existing MobileNets [5, 19] .
ImageNet Classification Performance: Figure 4 shows the performance of MDConv on ImageNet classification [18] . Based on MobileNet V1 and V2, we replace all original 3x3 depthwise convolutional kernels with larger kernels or MDConv kernels. Notably, MDConv always starts with 3x3 kernel size and then monotonically increases by 2 per group, so the rightmost point for MDConv in the figure has six groups of filters with kernel size {3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9, 11x11, 13x13}. In this figure, we observe: (1) MDConv generally uses much less parameters and FLOPS, but its accuracy is similar or better than vanilla depthwise convolution, suggesting mixing different kernels can improve both efficiency and accuracy;
MobileNetV1 [5] MobileNetV2 [19] (2) In contrast to vanilla depthwise convolution that suffers from accuracy degradation with larger kernels, as shown in Figure 1 , MDConv is much less sensitive to very large kernels, suggesting mixing different kernels can achieve more stable accuracy for large kernel sizes.
COCO Detection Performance:
We have also evaluated our MDConv on COCO object detection based on MobileNets. Table 1 shows the performance comparison, where our MDConv consistently achieves better efficiency and accuracy than vanilla depthwise convolution. In particular, compared to the vanilla depthwise7x7, our MDConv357 (with 3 groups of kernels {3x3, 5x5, 7x7}) achieves 0.6% higher mAP on MobileNetV1 and 1.1% higher mAP on MobileNetV2 using fewer parameters and FLOPS.
Ablation Study
To better understand MDConv, we provide a few ablation studies:
MDConv for Single Layer: In addition of applying MDConv to the whole network, Figure  5 shows the per-layer performance on MobileNetV2. We replace one of the 15 layers with either (1) vanilla DepthwiseConv9x9 with kernel size 9x9; or (2) MDConv3579 with 4 groups of kernels: {3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9}. As shown in the figure, large kernel size has different impact on different layers: for most of layers, the accuracy doesn't change much, but for certain layers with stride 2, a larger kernel can significantly improve the accuracy. Notably, although MDConv3579 uses only half parameters and FLOPS than the vanilla DepthwiseConv9x9, our MDConv achieves similar or slightly better performance for most of the layers. Figure 6 : Study for exponential channel partition (+exp) and dilated kernels (+dilated).
Channel Partition Methods: Figure 6 compares the two channel partition methods: equal partition (MDConv) and exponential partition (MDConv+exp). As expected, exponential partition requires less parameters and FLOPS for the same kernel size, by assigning more channels to smaller kernels. Our empirical study shows exponential channel partition only performs slightly better than equal partition on MobileNetV1, but there is no clear winner if considering both MobileNet V1 and V2. A possible limitation of exponential partition is that large kernels won't have enough channels to capture high-resolution patterns.
Dilated Convolution: Figure 6 also compares the performance of dilated convolution (denoted as MDConv+dilated). For kernel size KxK, it uses a 3x3 kernel with dilation rate (K − 1)/2: for example, a 9x9 kernel will be replaced by a 3x3 kernel with dilation rate 4. Notably, since Tensorflow dilated convolution is not compatible with stride 2, we only use dilated convolutions for a layer if its stride is 1. As shown in the figure, dilated convolution has reasonable performance for small kernels, but the accuracy drops quickly for large kernels. Our hypothesis is that when dilation rate is big for large kernels, a dilated convolution will skip a lot of local information, which would hurt the accuracy.
MixNet
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of MDConv, we leverage recent progress in neural architecture search to develop a new family of MDConv-based models, named as MixNets.
Architecture Search
Our neural architecture search settings are similar to recent MnasNet [25] , FBNet [26] , and ProxylessNAS [2] , which use MobileNetV2 [19] as the baseline network structure, and search for the best kernel size, expansion ratio, channel size, and other design choices. However, unlike these prior works that use vanilla depthwise convolution as the basic convolutional op, we adopt our proposed MDConv as the search options. Specifically, we have five MDConv candidates with group size g = 1, ..., 5:
• 3x3: MDConv with one group of filters (g = 1) with kernel size 3x3.
• ...
Model
Type #Parameters #FLOPS Top-1 (%) Top-5 (%) • 3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9, 11x11: MDConv with five groups of filters (g = 5) with kernel size {3x3, 5x5, 7x7, 9x9, 11x11}. Each group has roughly the same number of channels.
In order to simplify the search process, we don't include exponential channel partition or dilated convolutions in our search space, but it is trivial to integrate them in future work. Similar to recent neural architecture search approaches [2, 25, 26] , we directly search on ImageNet train set, and then pick a few top-performing models from search to verify their accuracy on ImageNet validation set and transfer learning datasets. Table 2 shows the ImageNet performance of MixNets. Here we obtain MixNet-S and M from neural architecture search, and scale up MixNet-M with depth multiplier 1.3 to obtain MixNet-L. All models are trained with the same settings as MnasNet [25] .
MixNet Performance on ImageNet
In general, our MixNets significantly outperform all latest mobile ConvNets: Compared to the latest hand-crafted models, our MixNets improve top-1 accuracy by 4.2% than MobileNetV2 [19] and 3.5% than ShuffleNetV2 [15] , under the same FLOPS constraint; Compared to the latest automated models, our MixNets achieve significantly better accuracy than MnasNet (+1.3%), FBNets (+2.0%), ProxylessNAS (+2.2%) under similar FLOPS constraint. In particular, our MixNet-L achieves a new state-of-the-art 78.9% top-1 accuracy under typical mobile FLOPS (<600M) constraint. Compared to the widely used ResNets [4] , our MixNet-M achieves the same 77% top-1 accuracy, while using 12x fewer parameters and 31x fewer FLOPS than ResNet-152. Figure 7 visualizes the ImageNet performance comparison. We observe that recent progresses on neural architecture search have significantly improved model performance [2, 25, 26] than previous hand-crafted mobile ConvNets [15, 19] . However, by introducing a 56x56x24   28x28x40  28x28x40  28x28x40  28x28x40  28x28x80  28x28x80  28x28x80  14x14x120  14x14x120  14x14x120  7x7x200  7x7x200  7x7x200   112x112x24  112x112x24  224x224x3  56x56x32   56x56x32   28x28x40  28x28x40  28x28x40  28x28x40  28x28x80  28x28x80  28x28x80  28x28x80  14x14x120  14x14x120  14x14x120 14x14x120 7x7x200 7x7x200 7x7x200 7x7x200 Figure 8 : MixNet architectures -MixNet-S and MixNet-M are from Table 2 . We mainly highlight MDConv kernel size (e.g. {3x3, 5x5}) and input/output tensor shape.
new type of efficient MDConv, we can further improve model accuracy and efficiency based on the same neural architecture search techniques.
MixNet Architectures
To understand why our MixNets achieve better accuracy and efficiency, Figure 8 illustrates the network architecture for MixNet-S and MixNet-M from Table 2 . In general, they both use a variety of MDConv with different kernel sizes throughout the network: small kernels are more common in early stage for saving computational cost, while large kernels are more common in later stage for better accuracy. We also observe that the bigger MixNet-M tends to use more large kernels and more layers to pursing higher accuracy, with the cost of more parameters and FLOPS. Unlike vanilla depthwise convolutions that suffer from serious accuracy degradation for large kernel sizes (Figure 1 ), our MixNets are capable of utilizing very large kernels such as 9x9 and 11x11 to capture high-resolution patterns from input images, without hurting model accuracy and efficiency. 
Transfer Learning Performance
We have also evaluated our MixNets on four widely used transfer learning datasets, including CIFAR-10/100 [10] , Oxford-IIIT Pets [16] , and Food-101 [1] . Table 3 shows their statistics of train set size, test set size, and number of classes. Figure 9 compares our MixNet-S/M with a list of previous models on transfer learning accuracy and FLOPS. For each model, we first train it from scratch on ImageNet and than finetune all the weights on the target dataset using similar settings as [9] . The accuracy and FLOPS data for MobileNets [5, 19] , Inception [20] , ResNet [4] , DenseNet [7] are from [9] . In general, our MixNets significantly outperform previous models on all these datasets, especially on the most widely used CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, suggesting our MixNets also generalize well to transfer learning. In particular, our MixNet-M achieves 97.92% accuracy with 3.49M parameters and 352M FLOPS, which is 11.4x more efficient with 1% higher accuracy than ResNet-50 [4] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we revisit the impact of kernel size for depthwise convolution, and identify that traditional depthwise convolution suffers from the limitations of single kernel size. To address this issue, we proposes MDConv, which mixes multiple kernels in a single op to take advantage of different kernel sizes. We show that our MDConv is a simple drop-in replacement of vanilla depthwise convolution, and improves the accuracy and efficiency for MobileNets, on both image classification and object detection tasks. Based on our proposed MDConv, we further develop a new family of MixNets using neural architecture search techniques. Experimental results show that our MixNets achieve significantly better accuracy and efficiency than all latest mobile ConvNets on both ImageNet classification and four widely used transfer learning datasets.
